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ABSTRACT

In contrast to GNRA tetraloop receptors that are com-
mon in RNA, receptors for the more thermostable
UNCG loops have remained elusive for almost three
decades. An analysis of all RNA structures with res-
olution ≤3.0 Å from the PDB allowed us to identify
three previously unnoticed receptors for UNCG and
GNRA tetraloops that adopt a common UNCG fold,
named ‘Z-turn’ in agreement with our previously pub-
lished nomenclature. These receptors recognize the
solvent accessible second Z-turn nucleotide in differ-
ent but specific ways. Two receptors participating in
a complex network of tertiary interactions are associ-
ated with the rRNA UUCG and GAAA Z-turns capping
helices H62 and H35a in rRNA large subunits. Struc-
tural comparison of fully assembled ribosomes and
comparative sequence analysis of >6500 rRNA se-
quences helped us recognize that these motifs are
almost universally conserved in rRNA, where they
may contribute to organize the large subunit around
the subdomain-IV four-way junction. The third UCCG
receptor was identified in a rRNA/protein construct
crystallized at acidic pH. These three non-redundant
Z-turn receptors are relevant for our understanding
of the assembly of rRNA and other long-non-coding
RNAs, as well as for the design of novel folding mo-
tifs for synthetic biology.

INTRODUCTION

RNA architectures are formed by long-range tertiary in-
teraction networks involving secondary structure elements
such as tetraloops (1). Among those, GNRAs––N = any
nucleotide, R = A or G––are more common than UNCGs
(e.g. ≈14 versus ≈2 in the Escherichia coli rRNA large sub-
unit or LSU; Figure 1A). A rRNA secondary structure

search established that the cUUCGg loop is only third in
frequency after the cGAAAg and cGUGAg loops, and that
GNRA and UNCG sequences represent respectively 82%
and 11% of the total count of inferred tetraloops (2) (note
that capital and lower-case letters correspond to loop and
stem nucleotides, respectively. At the time, these observa-
tions were surprising since UNCG loops were measured in
vitro to be thermodynamically more stable than GNRAs (3)
and, therefore, thought to be more prone to form stabilizing
tertiary (3D) interactions.

To rationalize this discrepancy, it was proposed that
tetraloop frequencies correlate better to the loop potential
to establish 3D interactions than to their thermodynamic
stability (1,4,5). Indeed, GNRAs were recognized to be cen-
tral to the folding of large RNAs and RNPs like group I
introns (6–8), group II introns (9), ribonuclease P (10–12)
and ribosomes (13,14), as a result of their ability to form
a characteristic U-turn (15) that allows the Watson–Crick
edges of the three stacked nucleobases to interact with dou-
ble helical receptors (Figure 1B). Hence, GNRAs became
a widely used motif in the design of constructs for RNA
crystallization (16–18). Furthermore, synthetic GNRA re-
ceptor variants were selected in vitro to expand the growing
biotechnology toolbox of 3D motifs (1,19–21). Receptors
for UNAC and GANC loops with exposed base-edges were
also reported (22–24).

On the other hand, cognate receptors for the more ther-
mostable UNCG loops have remained elusive (24). Thus,
these loops were tagged as ‘loners’ and were deemed unim-
portant for forming long-range tertiary interactions (25).
As a result, UNCG loops are nowadays merely consid-
ered as stable caps for hairpin stems, nucleation sites for
RNA folding and protein-binding sites (26–29). Quite un-
derstandably, the different abilities of GNRA and UNCG
loops to form long-range RNA/RNA contacts originate
from their specific 3D structures.

To better appreciate the peculiarities of UNCG loops
(Figure 1C), we recently extended the description of their
structural signature by establishing that their CpG step
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Figure 1. UUCG/GAAA Z-turn folds and GNRA U-turn receptor. (A) E. coli LSU 2D structure (44) with circled H62 (yellow) and H35a (orange) Z-
turns and 14 identified U-turns (grey segments); a third non-conserved Z-turn among rRNA structures is circled in grey (see Supplementary Figure S1).
(B) Structure of a U-turn bound to its receptor (69). Colors: first G in red; stacked phosphate in orange; stacked adenines in cyan; double helical receptor
strands in light and dark grey. (C, D) H62 cUUCGg and H35a uGAAA(G)g Z-turns with the numbering of PDBid 4YBB (32,70). Colors: CpG and ApA
Z-steps in red; Z-step O4’ atoms in yellow; solvent accessible second nucleotide in cyan, bulged G in blue; closing base pair nucleotides in white. (B–D)
Oxygen/nucleobase stacking distances ≤3.5 Å in green.
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adopts a characteristic and up to now under-appreciated Z-
DNA/RNA conformation––see method section and (30).
Thus, by analogy to the better-known GNRA U-turns (Fig-
ure 1B) (15,31), these folds were named ‘Z-turns’ (32).
We could establish that Z-turn folds are not limited to
UNCG sequences, as they are also accessible to GNRA se-
quences through a rare U-to-Z transition (Figure 1D). Sub-
sequently, we and others demonstrated that a large array of
sequences including YNNG (Y = U/C) and GNNA can
fold as Z-turns (32–34) as summarized in (32). An impor-
tant characteristic of these Z-turns is related to their solvent
accessible second nucleobase, which has a Watson–Crick
edge that can participate in base specific tertiary contacts
(Figure 1C, D). Such interaction types are rare and were
never described in a loop/receptor framework––see below
and (35,36).

Here, we ascertain through a survey of PDB structures
with resolutions ≤3.0 Å that, although infrequent when
compared to U-turn/receptors, Z-turn/receptors do exist
in natural and synthetic RNA constructs, where they ful-
fill structural and functional roles. Within the present PDB
structures, we identified three non-ambiguous and distinct
Z-turn receptors, their rarity hinting to why they remained
unnoticed for so long. Among those, two Z-turn receptors
in rRNA are located within the intricate structural con-
text provided by the LSU subdomain-IV four-way junc-
tion (Supplementary Figure S1). These loop/receptor sys-
tems involve the subdomain-IV cUU2CGg H62 and the
subdomain-II uGA2AA(G)g H35a loops (Figure 1A) and
take specific advantage of the solvent accessible second
nucleobase of the Z-turns that are marked by a super-
script in these E. coli loop sequences (Supplementary Figure
S1)––note that bulged residues not belonging to the Z-turn
tetranucleotide sequences are in parenthesis (Figure 1D).
The third Z-turn receptor requires acidic pH crystallisation
conditions but may nonetheless be of value for the design
of RNA nanosystems such as pH dependent sensors.

Overall, we believe this work to be relevant to the cur-
rent interest in RNA structure prediction, in particular for
long non-coding RNAs. These RNAs may contain con-
served tetraloops that might undergo U-to-Z transitions,
interact with complex RNA architectures such as junc-
tions, adopt transient/alternative structures upon protein
binding, and approach the nucleotide length of LSU par-
ticles (37–40). This suggest that these RNAs may fold as
complex 3D structures, although this remains a subject of
debate (41). Further, the characterization of these Z-turn
receptors could stimulate the discovery of atypical folding
principles and open perspectives in the design of novel mo-
tifs relevant to synthetic biology systems (42,43).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Throughout, we use the nucleotide numbering scheme of
the E. coli 2D structure (44) along with the related 2.1 Å
resolution X-ray structure (PDBid: 4YBB) as a reference
unless otherwise specified. To localize potential Z-turn re-
ceptors, we first searched for Z-turn motifs in the pool of
PDB X-ray and cryo-EM structures with resolution ≤3.0
Å (32). These motifs are defined as tetranucleotide folds
comprising 1–4 nucleobase-nucleobase H-bond(s) and a 3–

4 oxygen–�, also named O4’–�, stacking contact (30,32,45)
(Figure 1C, D), the 3–4 nucleotides forming a Z-step sim-
ilar to those observed in Z-DNA/RNA. The distance be-
tween the O4’ atom and the nucleobase plane has to be
≤3.5 Å. In addition, the projection of the O4’ atom on
the nucleobase plane must lie within the nucleobase aro-
matic cycle. A polygon-offset of 0.5 Å was used to account
for 3D structure determination inaccuracies. These values
were calculated by the DSSR tool package (46). Typically,
the fourth nucleotide of these turns adopts a syn confor-
mation as in the UNCG loops embedding a CpG Z-step.
Although rare variants with the fourth nucleobase in anti,
called Zanti-turns, do exist (32), they were not considered in
this study––see for example the E. coli cGC2145CAg with
the adenine in anti. Note that this loop embeds atoms with
B-factors above 80 Å2 and displays weak electron density
as shown by the RNABricks2 web service (47). The cor-
responding ‘e-density’ score is associated either with weak
signal (below 1.0 sigma on average) or real-space correla-
tion coefficients value below 0.7. Alike, a cUA1535:DACGg
‘Z-turn’ is capping H59 in subdomain-III. However, this
loop does not respect the O4’–�, stacking contact criteria
we listed above and displays atoms with B-factors ≥80 Å2

(Supplementary Figure S1; Figure 1A).
In this ensemble, we then searched Z-turns that estab-

lish tertiary RNA/RNA contacts with at least one of their
four nucleotides and found the three non-redundant in-
stances described in the result section. Given that we based
our search on structures with resolution ≤3.0 Å, it remains
possible that some Z-turn motifs appearing in low resolu-
tion structures were missed. However, these strict criteria
allowed us to be confident in the motifs we describe. For
naming base pairs, the nomenclature developed by Leontis
and Westhof was used (48).

For analyzing rRNA large subunit (LSU) structures that
gather two of the Z-turn receptors we found, we collected a
sample of LSU structures covering all species present in the
PDB and selected the best resolution X-ray/cryo-EM mod-
els (Supplementary Table S1), ending up with 30 structures
of resolutions ranging from 2.1 to 9.0 Å (Supplementary Ta-
ble S2). For crystallographic structures with multiple asym-
metric units, only the ribosome with the lowest average B-
factors in the asymmetric unit was considered; in 4YBB this
corresponds to 23S rRNA chain DA and 16S rRNA chain
AA. In 4YBB, the sequences of the two tetraloops bound to
the Z-turn receptors are cUUCGg (H62) and uGAAA(G)g
(H35a)––note that for 2D and 3D structures, helix but not
residue numberings are conserved among all rRNAs. To
cope with these differences, Supplementary Table S2 pro-
vides residue number and chain label correspondences for
all surveyed LSUs. We disregarded the mitochondrial B.
taurus and L. tarentolae structures that have resolutions not
better than 10 Å, along with a few other LSUs for which
atomic details are missing (Supplementary Table S1). Since
we are aware that most of the LSU 3D structures were ob-
tained by molecular replacement and homology modeling,
we visually inspected all X-ray and cryo-EM density maps
associated with the Supplementary Table S2 structures to
verify that the Z-turns were appropriately modeled. For re-
dundancy criteria, please see reference (32).
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For sequence alignments, the
SILVA 128 LSURef tax silva trunc.fast file containing
154 297 rRNA LSU sequences was downloaded from
the SILVA website (49). The SILVA taxonomy (50) was
extracted from the FASTA sequence headers. The file was
parsed to keep only the first sequence for a given organism
and, consequently, was downsized to 7848 sequences.
Then, this file was split in three smaller files for archaea,
bacteria and eukarya cytoplasmic LSUs. We excluded
organelle LSUs for which the limited number of available
sequences appears significantly less homogeneous and,
therefore, more problematic to analyze. Inspecting such
sequences would have little impact on the characteri-
zation of UNCG and related Z-turn receptors. At the
beginning of each of these files, one or two reference
sequences (from structures with available 3D data, see
Supplementary Table S2) were added: H. marismortui to
archaea (209 sequences), E. coli and T. thermophilus to
bacteria (3735 sequences), S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens to
eukarya (2341 sequences). LSU sequences were aligned
with SSU-ALIGN (51), using a custom-built LSU tem-
plate as reference for the alignments. This template was
generated by SSU-build, a module of SSU-ALIGN, using
the sequence family seeds RF02540 (LSU rRNA archaea,
92 organisms), RF02541 (LSU rRNA bacteria, 102
organisms) and RF02543 (LSU rRNA eukarya, 89 or-
ganisms) extracted from the Rfam.seed file (available
on: ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Rfam/CURRENT/).
These sequence seeds are part of the Rfam 12.2 release
(http://rfam.xfam.org/, January 2017) (52) and were origi-
nally derived from the Comparative RNA Web (CRW) site
(53). The resulting alignments were analyzed with UGENE
(54).

RESULTS

Only three non-ambiguous and non-redundant Z-turn recep-
tors in solved RNA structures

To assess the remarkable low rate of occurrence of Z-turn
receptors, we searched all RNA X-ray and cryo-EM struc-
tures in the PDB with resolutions ≤3.0 Å for Z-turns par-
ticipating in tertiary interactions. We considered only ter-
tiary RNA/RNA contacts involving one or more of the
four tetraloop nucleotides and excluded loops not meeting
Z-turn geometric features (see Materials and Methods) or
displaying nucleotide atoms with B-factors >80 Å2, to dis-
count potentially overfitted data and increase confidence in
the retained motifs. Further, we excluded proximity con-
tacts and considered that a Z-turn receptor must establish
at least one base specific interaction with the attached Z-
turn. With these criteria, we characterized only three non-
redundant Z-turn/receptors in the available pool of PDB
structures: two in rRNA that involve the H62 and H35a
Z-turns interacting with the subdomain-IV four-way junc-
tion and one in an RNA/protein construct crystallized at
acidic pH, along with a few outliers. Even if RNA/RNA
contacts involving Z-turns are rare but not unusual, we
found that base specific interactions are limited to these
three examples.

Structure and sequence conservation of the H62 and H35a
Z-turns in rRNA LSUs

To assess the significance of the limited number of non-
redundant Z-turn receptors, we analyzed first their conser-
vation in rRNA through an inspection of all best resolution
X-ray and cryo-EM LSU structures from archaea, bacte-
ria, eukarya and chloroplasts/mitochondria (Supplemen-
tary Tables S1 and S2). We considered that a high degree of
recurrence of these motifs is required for a conserved struc-
tural and functional potential. Therefore, for each organ-
ism and organelle for which LSU 3D structures are avail-
able, we first confirmed through visual inspection that in
every the subdomain-IV H62 UUCG and subdomain-II
H35a GAAA sequences that we found associated with Z-
turn receptors––as well as rare tetraloop variants (Supple-
mentary Figure S2)––were modeled as Z-turns. To obtain
confidence in these rRNA structures which were often ob-
tained through molecular replacement or homology mod-
eling, we visually inspected all related experimental X-ray
and cryo-EM density maps and found that they unambigu-
ously matched the modeled Z-turns. Although we deliber-
ately included in our sample some poor resolution struc-
tures (>4 Å; see Supplementary Table S2), it was possible
in all instances to confirm the presence of a Z-turn given
that, even at low-resolution, Z-turn and U-turn densities are
sufficiently distinctive to avoid misidentifications (see Mate-
rials and Method section). In addition, we assessed that all
H62 UUCG loops are closed by a cis-Watson–Crick c=g
or g=c pair (Supplementary Table S2) while, as inferred
from 3D structure analysis (Supplementary Table S2; Sup-
plementary Figure S3), the H35a closing pair is mainly a
wobble u•g pair or its isosteric c•a+ counterpart (55–57),

Next, we extended the views gained through LSU visu-
alization by analyzing the sequence conservation of these
hairpins with a focus on cytoplasmic rRNA (see Materials
and Method section). For H62, the UUCG sequence domi-
nates in all life domains, followed by the Z-turn-compatible
UUAG, UUUG and CUUG sequences (Table 1), resulting
in a strict conservation of the second U (≈99%). Typically,
the first nucleotide of the loop is a pyrimidine (U/C) and
loop-closing c=g pairs largely exceed g=c pairs (Table 1)
as generally observed for tetraloops (58,59). This stringent
sequence and structure conservation of the H62 Z-turn,
of their closing pair and of their stem length (60) suggest
strong selective pressure associated with the need for con-
servation of higher-order tertiary interactions.

The H62 UUCG Z-turn receptor

To verify the involvement of the H62 Z-turn in tertiary inter-
actions, we inspected 28 cytoplasmic LSU structures––note
that H62 is absent in mitochondrial rRNA with the ex-
ception of mitochondrial yeast rRNA (Supplementary Ta-
ble S2; (61))––and observed that this Z-turn establishes a
conserved tertiary interaction with the 4-way junction of
subdomain-IV (Figure 2A, B). The solvent accessible sec-
ond uridine of the UU2CG Z-turn wedges into a notch to
form a U2–A pair with A1829 from the J66/67 joining re-
gion (Figure 2C). This recurrent tertiary contact reveals
that the core of the four-way junction acts as a UUCG
receptor (Figure 2B, D). Comparative sequence analysis

ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Rfam/CURRENT/
http://rfam.xfam.org/
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Figure 2. H62 and H35a Z-turn receptors in the rRNA subdomain-IV four-way junction. (A) Zoom on the E. coli LSU 2D structure (see also Figure 1A;
Supplementary Figure S1) highlighting H62 (yellow) and H35a (orange) Z-turns and their receptors within the subdomain-IV four-way junction (light
blue arrow: docking directionality). (B) 2D structure of the four-way junction and the UUCG/GAAA Z-turns (48,71); cis-WW stem pairs of the junction
are boxed; the two non-specific four-way junction to H62 UUCG hairpin interactions are marked by dashed lines; the residue numbers of the H65 C=G
pair forming a A-minor base triple with H35a are boxed. (C) Base triple associated with the H62 UUCG Z-turn receptor. (D) CPK view highlighting the
insertion of the H62 (yellow) and H35a (orange) Z-turn second nucleotides in four-way junction notches. (E) A-minor base triple associated with the H35a
GAAA Z-turn receptor.

point to a ≈100% conservation of the U2 and AJ66/67

residues suggesting that the corresponding U2-AJ66/67 base
pair is strictly conserved in all life domains. Moreover,
given the occurrence of various Z-turn-compatible loop se-
quences (UU2CG, UU2AG, UU2UG and CU2UG; Table
1), this LSU-embedded receptor may bind any ‘YU2NG’
sequence. For now, besides UUCG, only a single structure
of a UUAG(U) Z-turn was visualized in the mitochondrial
S. cerevisiae ribosome (PDBid: 3J6B; Supplementary Fig-
ure S2A).

Within this loop/receptor motif, the U2–A pair is part of
a [UH62–AJ66/67]•UJ64/67 base triple (Figure 2B, C). In a few
instances, the third U is replaced by a C, a G or is not at con-
tact distance from the U–A pair suggesting weaker phyloge-
netic constraints on its nature. Therefore, it can be inferred
that the U2–A pair is the main H62 UU2CG structural de-
terminant of this Z-turn receptor system. In addition, sev-
eral contacts involving the Z-turn stem and the four-way
junction are noted (Supplementary Figure S4) underscor-
ing a tight loop/receptor complementarity.

The H35a GAAA(G) Z-turn receptor

Interestingly, we found that the LSU subdomain-IV four-
way junction embeds a second receptor, which is specific to
the H35a uGAAA(G)g Z-turn. It shares substantial simi-
larities with the H62 UUCG receptor (Figure 2B). In both
cases, the specificity of the receptor is ensured by the forma-
tion of a tertiary interaction involving the solvent accessible
second nucleotide of the loop. What is characteristic of the
H35a GA2AA Z-turn receptor is the ‘type I’ A-minor base
triple (62) that involves a C=G pair of the H65 stem (Figure
2B, E). This [C=G]•A2 base triple is conserved to ≈100%
in all three life domains, and the tetraloop sequence is either
GA2AA (≈99% in bacteria, ≈98% in eukarya; ≈70% in ar-
chaea; Table 1), GA2CA (mitochondrial H. sapiens; PDBid:
5OOM; Supplementary Table S2), or AA2AA (17% corre-
sponding to 33 sequences in archaea; for a model structure
of a AA2AA Z-turn, see Supplementary Figure S5).

In contrast to the c=g closing pair of the H62
cUUCGg/receptor system (Supplementary Figure S4), in
H35a the closing pair does not contact the receptor. In-
stead, two non-specific contacts are formed between the
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Table. 1. Sequence variations for the cUUCGg H62 and uGAAA(G)g
H35a Z-turns. In total, 6285 sequences were analyzed: 3735 bacteria, 209
archaea and 2341 eukarya

Bacteria Archaea Eukarya

H62 sequences
UUCG 92% 79% 62%
UUUG 2% 14% 15%
UUAG 5% 4% <1%
CUUG <1% 1% 20%
Total >99% 98% >97%
Closing pair
c=g 93% 84% 98%
g=c 7% 16% 1%
Total ≈100% ≈100% ≈99%
H35a sequences
GAAA 99% 71% 98%
AAAA <1% 17% <1%
GAUA <1% 1% ≈0%
Total >99% 89% >98%
Fifth bulged base
G 71% 81% 99%
A 5% 12% ≈0%
U 24% 6% ≈0%
C ≈0% 0% 0%
Total ≈100% >99% >99%
Closing pair
u•g 82% 62% 0%
c•a+ 1% 17% 99%
u-a <1% 12% <1%
a-u 10% 0% 0%
u•u 6% 4% 0%
Total ≈100% ≈95% >99%

The calculated percentages exclude gaps in sequence alignments that are
limited to ≈4% for eukarya H35a and between 0 to <2% otherwise.

third and fourth nucleotides of the GAA3A4 sequence and
the 2′-hydroxyl groups of the U–A pair in H65 (Figure 2B).
The absence of contacts between the GAAA receptor and
the Z-turn closing pairs may explain the greater sequence
variability of these pairs (Table 1). We also visualized po-
tential contacts established by the bulged fifth nucleotide.
Although it is mainly a G (Table 1), it is not systematically
involved in tertiary interactions and no conserved interac-
tions are seen across species.

A third Z-turn receptor needs acidic conditions

In our structural sample of RNA structures with resolution
≤3.0 Å, we characterized only one other motif that qualifies
as a Z-turn receptor (PDBid: 3UMY; Figure 3).This motif
was identified in several crystal structures of a ribosomal
T. thermophilus H78 fragment in complex with native and
mutant uL1 r-proteins (63,64). The single stranded receptor
is separated by 30 nucleotides from a UC2CG Z-turn and
involves a protonated cytosine (C+

2111). The loop/receptor
interactions are highly specific since they require the pres-
ence of a C2 and forbid the occurrence of other nucleotides.
Yet, since this H78 UC2145CG loop does not adopt a Z-turn
in the full-length T. thermophilus LSUs (Figure 3B), it is
probable that this rare UCCG receptor is specific to crys-
tal forms obtained at non-physiological 5.6–6.0 pH (63,64)
and, therefore, not relevant to functional ribosomes. How-
ever, this specific design may be relevant to synthetic biology
(see Discussion).

Z-turn receptor outliers involving A-minor motifs

In addition, a conserved interaction between a cUA344CGg
Z-turn (h14) and a gGA160AAc U-turn (h8) has been re-
ported in small rRNA subunits (35,65). This interaction in-
volves the formation of an A-minor motif between the sec-
ond nucleotide of the GA2AA U-turn and the closing c=g
pair of the Z-turn. Therefore, it corresponds to a GAAA
loop interacting with a GAAA receptor closed by a UACG
Z-turn that, in our views, does not qualify as a Z-turn recep-
tor since the RNA/RNA contacts involve only the Z-turn
stem (PDBid: 4YBB; Supplementary Figure S6A, B). We
also noticed a crystal lattice contact (PDBid: 5BO3; Sup-
plementary Figure S6C, D) involving two symmetry related
gUACGc Z-turns, where each of the solvent accessible ‘A’
nucleobase establishes an A-minor interaction with the clos-
ing g=c pair of the adjacent turn (36). Here also, we con-
sider that this self-recognition contact does not qualify as a
Z-turn receptor.

DISCUSSION

We were able to establish that Z-turn receptors exist in RNA
and are significant for rRNA structures. The two Z-turn re-
ceptors that we identified in rRNA require the large struc-
tural context provided by the subdomain-IV four-way junc-
tion. This architecture contrasts with the simpler double
stranded structures of the more common GNRA receptor
(Figure 1B). Most likely, the subdomain-IV structural com-
plexity explains why Z-turn receptors remained elusive and
why efforts to select them in vitro ––typically from a pool
of sequences that cannot exceed a few dozen nucleotides in
length––have been unsuccessful (20).

Our data assert that the LSU Z-turn receptors belong
to one of two subtypes: those that accommodate turns
starting with a pyrimidine (Y = U/C) and display a
‘YU2NG’ consensus sequence, and those that accommo-
date turns starting with a purine (R = G/A) and dis-
play a ‘RA2NA’ consensus sequence. The first subtype can
be categorized as a pyrimidine or ‘Y’ receptor associated
with sequences adopting stable Z-turns like UUCG loops
closed by a trans–Sugar/Watson–Crick pair (t–S/W; Fig-
ure 1C). The proposed docking mechanism for such recep-
tors is relatively straightforward. For instance, there is lit-
tle doubt that the H62 UU2CG loop conserves its Z-turn
once formed––probably very early after transcription––and
must await the completion of the folding of the subdomain-
IV four-way junction before attaching to the receptor first
through its closing pair (Supplementary Figure S4) and sec-
ond through the formation of the specific A-U2 pair (see ar-
row, Figure 2D). The ”docking” or folding mechanism for
the UCCG Z-turn at acidic conditions is probably very sim-
ilar (Figure 3).

The second subtype is a purine or ‘R’ receptor that is as-
sociated with GNRA-like sequences for which a Z-turn is
not anticipated (32). Thus, an ‘induced fit’ docking mech-
anism involving a U-to-Z transition needs to be envisaged
contrasting with the simpler docking mechanism proposed
for H62 (see arrows, Figure 2D). A self-evident structural
difference between these two ‘Y’ and ‘R’ receptors is the na-
ture of the base-specific interactions involving the second
loop nucleotide. In the ‘Y’ subtype, the solvent accessible
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Figure 3. UCCG receptor in a crystal structure of a rRNA/r-protein fragment at a 5.6–6.0 pH (63,64). (A) The RNA fragment is colored according to
increasing residue numbers from blue (5′) to red (3′); the uL1 r-protein is green. The H78 UCCG Z-turn along with the receptor C+ residues are shown as
sticks; closing pairs are not shown for clarity. The circled letters refer to the interactions shown in the right panels. The docking direction is marked by an
arrow. (B) Base triple that involves a C+ residue. (C) Nucleobase C2 (green) to backbone C (blue) contacts.

residue forms a U2-A Watson–Crick pair, while in the ‘R’
subtype, the A2 residue establishes an A-minor interaction
to a C=G pair. Interestingly, we did not find any notable
covariations regarding the ‘R’ and the ‘Y’ type receptors
involving the solvent accessible second nucleobase of the Z-
turn, although exceptions might emerge in the future. This
underlines again the observed structural conservation of the
loop and its receptor in rRNA. However, strictly speaking,
there is no obvious reason to avoid covariations at the UH62-
AJ66/67 pair for the ‘Y’ receptor––except for the need to form
a base triple with UJ64/67 (Figure 2C)––while only a limited
set of covariations at the H35a level involving a A-minor
motif could be envisaged given the restricted base pairing
possibilities of such base triples. Potential covariations as-
sociated with the ‘Y’ and ‘R’ rRNA receptor types are sum-
marized in Figure 4 and suggest that, outside rRNA, Z-turn
receptors and associated covariations may be integrated in
the design of novel folds pertinent for synthetic biology. Of
course, a few other combinations could be envisaged such
as: the ‘A’ of a UACG Z-turn could form a A-minor triple
with a C=G pair as for a ‘R’ receptor, or the second ‘A’
of a GANA Z-turn could be involved in a Watson–Crick
pair as for a ‘Y’ receptor, therefore, opening a large array of
Z-turn/receptor combinations. Yet, some interrogations re-
main that we could not fully address. Why are these H62 and
H35a motifs so highly conserved in rRNA and why don’t
we observe a YNNG instead of a GAAA loop at the end of
H35a? More surprisingly, why are covariations almost inex-
istent in the present rRNA sequence dataset?

On a methodological note, our conservative approach for
locating Z-turns may have led to the exclusion of a few
Z-turns that might emerge as valid once better resolution
structures will become available. However, it is worth noting
that, aside applying resolution criteria, we did not consider
the E. coli H59 UA1535CG Z-turn of the LSU subdomain-
III (Figure 1A; Supplementary Figure S1) given that neither

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the ‘Y’ and ‘R’ Z-turn receptor types
as observed in rRNA and possible covariations (see also Figure 2). The ‘Y’
receptor involves a Watson–Crick base pair between the second nucleotide
of the Z-turn (cyan) and a complementary base pair of the receptor in green
(Figure 2C). The ‘R’ receptor involves the formation of a A-minor motif
between the second nucleotide of the Z-turn (cyan) and a G=C pair in
green (Figure 2D). For ‘R’ compared to the ‘Y’ receptors, it is more difficult
to propose meaningful covariations.

its fold, sequence nor stem length are conserved in avail-
able rRNA structures and that it adopts a deformed Z-turn
structure that does not form RNA/RNA contacts, under-
lying the versatility of rRNA structures in non-conserved
regions. Therewith, we are confident that Z-turn receptors
are much less frequent than U-turn receptors in the RNA
world.

We anticipate that the so far exclusive presence of natu-
ral Z-turn receptors in rRNA may reflect the currently lim-
ited size of large RNAs and RNPs in structural databases.
With ramping structural biology efforts towards atomic de-
tails of large RNPs and considering the length of many
non-coding RNAs and their roles as transient scaffolds for
protein binding, Z-turn receptors may emerge in other bi-
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ologically relevant systems. After all, UNCGs and other
loops prone to adopt a Z-turn (32) are conserved among
non-coding RNAs for example in disease-causing bacteria
(37), in fungi––e.g., SART1 (66)––in plants (40) and in viral
RNA (67,68).

Although long non-coding RNAs do not always com-
prise four-way junctions, the example of the uL1 complex
suggests that, in the future, other artificial constructs may
embed Z-turn receptors. Surely, additional Z-turn recog-
nition schemes relevant to synthetic biology remain to be
found. From there on, as witnessed for GNRA U-turns (1),
establishing new Z-turn receptor designs is only a matter of
time.
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